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1 INTRODUCTION

Analysis of low-energy experimental data has given interesting surprises [1] in spectroscopy

of light mesons. One can see all the unexpectedness to be related mainly with the mul-

tichannel resonances. Above all, this concerns the scalar-meson sector. Therefore, the

problem of getting reliable information about the multichannel resonances is more and

more important at present. However, both the identification of such resonances and the

determination of their QCD nature clash with a number of difficulties many of which are

stimulated by considerable model-dependence of knowledge about these objects.

A model-independent consideration of resonances and their nature can be obtained

on the basis of such general principles, as analyticity and unitarity, and the consistent

balanced account of the nearest (to the considered physical region) singularities on all the

relevant sheets of the Riemann surface of the 5-matrix [2]-[6].

Developing our approach it is worth to concentrate on scalar mesons because there are

no kinematical complications related with a spin, and moreover, practically all hypotheses

(and even more, due to quantum numbers of vacuum [7]) about the nature of resonances

concern also the scalar sector (9999(8] — [\.0],gg[ll],qij[12, 13], the mixture of 99 and gg

[14, 15] and the KK-mo\ecu\e [16, 17]). Note also the surviving intriguing situation in

the 1 GeV-region of the scalar-isoscalar channel, where in the analysis of ISR data on

central production of meson pairs (TTJT and KK) in pp-collisions [18], instead of the one

/o(980) meson three states were obtained: Si(991)-a glueball candidate, .?2(988)-a KK

molecule, /0(900)-a meson broad enough in Trjr-channel. Though after their subsequent

enlarged analysis of the above data and also of data on TTTT and K K scattering and on

decays Jjil> —» <jnrx(<1>KK), D, —> iririr, the authors of work [18] seem to be inclined to one

resonance scenario for /o(980) [19], but also the previous situation is discussed in litera-

ture, especially, in connection with an interesting possibility of supercritical confinement

and "novel" hadrons [7].

Although it was already clear that the multichannel resonance is represented by pole

clusters on the Riemann surface [2],[5], [19], the standard clusters were not yet determined.

This is important for identification of resonances. Here, we perform this and indicate the

reasons for of deviation from standard clusters related with the influence of closed channels



on forming the resonance and with the neglect of the threshold of a coupled channel.

2 N COUPLED CHANNELS FORMALISM

Considering the multichannel problem, we pursue two aims: i. to obtain a model-

independent information about multichannel resonances and an indication about their

QCD nature; ii. to describe the experimental data on the coupled processes. The first

purpose is achieved provided the nearest (to the physical region of interest) singularities

of the 5-matrix are taken into account, and one can see that in this respect an TV(> 3).

channel problem can be effectively reduced to the 2- and 3-channel problem. However, to

realize the second task, the general TV-channel formalism can be useful.

1. Consider the TV-channel 5-matrix (all channels are two-particle ones) determined on

the 2Ar-sheeted Riemann surface. The latter have the right-hand (unitary) cuts along the

real axis of the .s-variable complex plane (4m?,oo) (i = 1 , 2 , - - - , T V means a channel)

through which the physical sheet is sewed together wjth oilier corresponding sheets. The

branch points are at the vanishing values of the channel momenta

For the time being, the left-hand (potential) cuts, which are related with the crossing-

channel contributions, will be neglected in the Riemann-surface structure and their con-

tributions will be taken into account in the background of the corresponding amplitudes.

It is convenient to use the following enumeration of sheets (see, e.g., [20]): we shall

denote the physical sheet as L0 and other sheets through /,,-,...,-,, where t°i •••» '* are

a system of subscripts of those channel-momenta k;n which change signs at analytical

continuations from the physical sheet onto the indicated one.

Express the analytical continuations of 5-matrix elements to the unphysical sheets

5,-fc1'"'*' in terms of them on the physical sheet 5;°', using the reality of the analytic

functions and the TV-channel unitarity. To this end, first, we shall introduce the notation:

Sl''-'*l means a matrix in which all the rows are composed of the vanishing elements but

the rows t'i, • • • ,£* , that consist of elements 5inim. In the matrix S '̂1'"'*}, on the contrary,

the rows ii, • • •, z'jt are zeros. Therefore,

Futher A'11"'1*! and A'1'"'1*' denote the diagonal matrices with zero nondiagonal

elements and with the diagonal ones

I 0 for remaining i, I 1 for remaining t,

respectively. Then the analytical continuations of the 5-matrix to the sheet i,-,...,-t will

be represented as

from which the corresponding relations for the 5-matrix elements can be derived by the

formula for the matrix division.

Generally, the obtained formula (1) is a solution of the TV-channel problem in the sense

of giving a chance to predict (on the basis of analysis of one process) the coupled-process

amplitudes on the uniformization plane of the 5-matrix at a certain conjecture about the

background. Let us demonstrate this on the basis of the 2- and 3-channel problems.

Consider the 3-channel problem and, for definiteness, the channels: TTTT — 1, KK —

2, 7717 — 3. It is clear that the elements of the 3-channel 5-matrix 5,-jt, where i, k = 1,2,3,

have the right-hand (unitary) cuts along the real axis of the s-variable complex plane

starting at 4mJ, 4m^-, 4m£ (as it is mentioned above, the left-hand cuts will be neglected

for the present in the Riemann-surface structure), and the 5-matrix is determined on the 8-

sheeted Riemann surface. Then, using formula (1), we derive the analytical continuations

of the 5-matrix elements to the unphysical sheets [6] (Table 1: index u'°>" is omitted;

besides the notation of the Riemann-surface sheets accepted here, their notation by the

Roman numerals which has been used in our previous works [2]-[6] is indicated; Dy are

the minors corresponding to the 5-matrix element 5,-y , for example, Dn = 8^833 —

•̂ 23 i ^22 = 5ii5a3 — 5i3 , i?23 = 5n523 — SuSa , etc. )'. The left upper subtable of

Table 1, corresponding to the processes 1 — » 1 , 1 — * 2 , 2 — » 2 and to the sheets La

(I), LI (II), La (HI), LI (IV), gives the 2-channel problem. Now one can see from



Table 1.

L0

I

1-1 5,,

1 — 2 5,2

2 — 2 522

1-3 5,3

2 — 3 523

3 — 3 533

i,

II

1
5,,

5,,
033

5,,

5,,

5,,
022

5,,

La

III

522

033

-5,2
033

5,,
033

-'"013

'0J3

033

det 5

033

i2

IV

033

522

'5,2

522

1
522

522

0,,
522

L23

V

det 5

0,,

A,
533

A,
-i0,3

0n
-523

0n
522

0,1

Las

VI

On
det 5

det 5
022

det 5

013

det 5

-023

det 5

033

det 5

VII

533

Jl

det 5

022

-5,3

022

?023

022

5,,
022

VIII

022

533

012

533

011

533

'5l3

533

533

1
533

Table 1 how the singularities and zeros of the one-process amplitude (e.g., 5,,) on all the

Riemann-surface sheets are carried over to the corresponding sheets for other amplitudes

of the coupled scattering processes determining completely the latter in the considered

energy region. In practice this can be realized on the uniformization plane of the 5-matrix.

To derive, by this method, the matrix elements of the processes of transitions between

channels ( 5;y, i: ̂  j' ), one should consider the analytical continuations of the expressions

SaSjj — Sfj to all sheets. With Table 1, this can be easily made in terms of simple

algebraic operations (Table 2), and one can see that one amplitude of scattering (5,i)

determines also the transition amplitudes. This method has been applied by us in the

2-channel approach [4]) for obtaining the KK scattering amplitude and the prediction

on the TTTT —t KK process on the basis of data on TTTT scattering. For this, in addition

to uniformization of the 5-matrix, it was necessary to use a certain representation of

multichannel resonances on the Riemann surfaces.

Table 2.

L0

I

11 22 , 2 - 3 3

5,)533 ••• 5,3 = 022

2

i,

II

522

5,,

533

5,,
det 5
5,,

La

III

1
033

A,
033

022

033

I*

IV

5,,
522

det 5
522

533

522

I23

V

022

0,1
033

1

A,

i,23

VI

533

det 5

522

det 5
5,,

det 5

LU

VII

A,
022

1

033

022

L3

VIII

det 5
533

5n

533

522

533

2. The latter issue can be clarified but again with formulae (1) (in particular, Tables 1

and 2) expressing the analytical continuations of the 5-matrix elements to the unphysical

sheets in terms of them on the physical sheet. These expressions are suitable because

the matrix elements on the physical sheet L0 have, except for the real axis, only zeros

corresponding to resonances, at least, around the physical region.

Provided a resonance has the only decay mode (1-channel case), the general statement

about a behaviour of the process amplitude is that at energy values in a proximity to the

resonant one it describes the propagation of a resonance as if the latter were a free particle.

This means that in the matrix element the resonance (in the limit of its narrow width)

is represented by a pair of complex conjugate poles on the sheet L\ and by a pair of

conjugate zeros on the physical sheet at the same points of complex energy. This model-

independent statement about the poles as the nearest singularities holds also when taking

account of the finite width of a resonance.

In the 2-channel case, formulae of Table 1 immediately give the resonance represen-

tation by poles and zeros on the 4-sheeted Riemann surface. Here one must discriminate

between three types of resonances-which are described: (a) by a pair of complex con-

jugate poles on the sheet L\ and therefore by a pair of complex conjugate zeros on the

sheet LO in 5n, (b) by a pair of conjugate poles on the sheet LI and therefore by a pair



of complex conjugate zeros on LQ in £22, (c) by one pair of conjugate poles on each of

sheets L\ and LI, that is by one pair of conjugate zeros on the physical sheet in each of

matrix element S\\ and £22-

To the resonances of types (a) and (b) one has to make correspond a pair of complex

conjugate poles on the sheet L\i which are shifted relative to a pair of poles on the sheet L\

and Lj, respectively (if the coupling among channels were absent, i.e. S\i — 0, the poles

on L\i would lay exactly (a) under the poles on L\, (b) above the poles on the sheet L2).

To the resonances of type (c) one must make correspond two pairs of conjugate poles

on L\i which are reasonably expected to be a pair of the complex conjugate compact

formations of poles. Thus, here we have three types of resonance clusters.

In the 3-channel problem, formulae of Table 1 give the resonance representation on

the 8-sheeted Riemann surface. Here, one must distinguish seven types of resonances

(respectively seven clusters) with zeros on the physical sheet in (a) £n, (b) £22, (c) £33,

(d) £n and £22, (e) £22 and £33, (f) £n and £33, (g) £n, £22 and £33. For example, in

the case of the resonance of type (g) there are one pair of complex conjugate poles on

each of sheets LI, Lj and Lj at the same points of s-variable where the zeros lie on La,

also two pairs of complex conjugate poles on each of sheets i)2, L-& and i13, and three

pairs of complex conjugate poles on L\iz (i.e. the resonance is represented by complex

conjugate clusters of poles and zeros).

Generally, in the ^-channel problem, when zeros corresponding to the JV-channel

resonance are present on the sheet Lg in the £-matrix elements, for example, of all N

considered coupled processes of scattering £,•;, there are one pair of conjugate poles on

each of the sheets LI, (k = !,••-, N), two pairs of conjugate poles on each of the sheets

Lij, three pairs of poles on the sheets Lijt, etc. and, finally, N pairs of poles on the

sheet LI...W. However, the first two considered (2- and 3-channel) cases seems to exhaust

the multichannel-resonance division into types (as model-independent characteristics),

because always the problem of the representation of the N(> 3)-channel resonances by

the nearest singularities can be effectively reduced to the above cases which give the

standard resonance clusters of poles and zeros on the Riemann surfaces. Note also that

this resonance division into types is not formal. For instance, in the scalar-meson sec-

tor the resonance /o(975) seems to correspond to type (a), and the resonance /0(1590)

corresponds to one of types without zeros on L0 in £n- These two resonances have very

different QCD natures. Further investigation of this matter can possibly give rise to the

model-independent indications of the multichannel-resonance nature on the basis of their

pole representation on the Riemann surfaces.

3. Let us indicate one reason, that causes a deviation from standard clusters describing

the resonance. Consider the A'-matrix in the AT-channel case which is related with the

£-matrix as follows

^ » - 1 tlrr i It 1 \ /

where />y = 0 (i •£ j), pa = 2fci/v
/s. From (2) it is easy to obtain that K = K+, i.e.,

the A'-matrix has no discontinuity when going across the two-particle unitary cuts, and

the poles corresponding to a resonance lie on the real axis. The sole pole on the real

axis corresponds to a resonance of the simplest type (only with the sole pair of complex

conjugate poles on each of the corresponding sheets, i.e. with a pair of zeros on sheet L0

only in the one-matrix element £,-,-), Resonances (c) in the 2-channel case and (d), (e),

(f) in the 3-channel case are described by two poles in the A'-matrix. Resonance (g) has

three poles.

However, the many-pole representation of a resonance in the A'-matrix arises also as

a result of influence of the important energetical-closed channels. Let us explain this in

more detail. In practice we deal usually with a reduced A'-matrix, K/j, corresponding to

the M open channels whereas the remaining N — M channels are energetical-closed. A

connection between the reduced matrix K« and the complete A'-matrix is given by [21]

Here p and K denote the submatrices being related to the closed channels, i, j = 1, • • •, M

refer to open channels and a, ft = M + 1,---,N correspond to closed ones. It is clear

that the resonances can arise both owing to the resonant interaction of particles in the

open channels and by virtue of the processes in the closed channels. In the first case, each

element of the complete A'-matrix has a pole at a certain real value of energy a = m2. In

8



proximity to this pole one can write

(4)

where ga,gT are constants of the resonance couplings with particles of open and closed

channels (<r,T = l,---,N), acr(s) are the background smooth functions. However this

pole is absent in the A";j-matrix, since the residue at this pole in (3) is equal to zero, and

the position of a pole corresponding to a resonance is renormalized due to the influence

of the closed channels, moreover the resonance is described by a number of poles. For

example, at the conjecture of negligible background (Q,,T = 0) we obtain from (3) with

(4):

77-7- (5)
9i3i

Consideration of the background does not change the conclusion about the pole at s =

m2. For instance, in the 2-channel case with closed channel 2 we should have, with the

background,

From (5) and (6) one can see that only when a resonance is not coupled with closed

channels in the A'/j-matrix there is a pole at s = m2. But even at small couplings of a

resonance with particles of closed channels the resonance is represented by a number of

poles. A successive explicit consideration of a larger number of channels would reduce the

number of poles corresponding to the given multichannel resonance. In particular, for the

2-channel resonance in the 1-channel consideration (formula (6)) at least two poles on the

real axis in the vicinity of m2 describe this resonance. In the 2-channel consideration (for

the "complete" A'-malrix) there would be, of course, one pole at s = m2, as distinct from

the above-discussed case with a resonance (c). To understand this situation, we should

investigate the pole representation of resonances on the Riemann surfaces.

Note that, as is seen from (3), a pole in the An-matrix may arise also in the case when

the elements of complete A"-matrix are nonsingular. The condition for this pole is that

This pole in the A^-matrix exists, e. g., if particles in the lowest closed channel attract

each other strongly enough to form a bound state provided the coupling between the

closed and open channel is weak. Notice, however, that the same condition (7) is required

for existing the resonances due to processes both in the open and closed channels. To dis-

tinguish these cases, one must again study the pole arrangement on the Riemann surface.

4. So, using formula (1) one can obtain the representation of multichannel resonances

on the Riemann surfaces and all the coupled-process amplitudes on their uniformization

plane through analyzing one of them [4]. However, it is convenient (especially, meaning

to carry out, in future, the joint analysis of the data on amplitudes the coupled processes)

to use the Le Couteur - Newton relations [22] expressing the S-matrix elements of all

coupled processes in terms of the Jost matrix determinant d(ki,•••,kpr) = d(s) being a

real analytical function with the only square-root branch-points at the process thresholds

S»(a) =

-,.» M

(8)

(9)

UM ••• SUM
The analytical structure of the S-matrix on all Riemann sheets given by formula (1) is

thus expressed in a compact way by these relations. The real analyticity implies

d(s') = d'(s) (10)

for all s, and the unitarity condition requires further restrictions on the (/-function for phys-

ical s-values which will be discussed below in the examples of 2- and 3-channel 5-matrices.

Further, in our approach of a consistent account of the nearest (to the considered physi-

cal region) singularities on all the relevant Riemann sheets, one should find a ^-variable

uniformizing the d-function on the w-plane. When there are more than two unitarity

branch-points, this is impossible to do with the help of simple functions. Therefore, one

can act as we shall do below in the 3-channel approach, namely, construct (if possible) a

model of the Riemann surface approximating the initial Riemann surface in accordance

with our approach and suitable for mapping onto a plane. In the last resort, there exists

10



always a possibility of the local uniformization, though in this case a parametrization may

turn out to be not simple. Then the d-function can be represented as

d = dgdre,, (11)

where dre,(w) is responsible for describing the resonance or bound states and contains

only zeros corresponding to these states (the kinematical poles can be present only at the

point w = 0). The function dg describes the background and in the general case is of the

form:
N

Jc=l

Here tf> is a certain analytical function, and 6f is the phase shift of the elastic part of the

background in the fc-th channel:

For the channel with the relative angular momentum /, one can take

«?(») = «9?+I-

Then, for example, for the m-th channel we obtain

(13)

where <p(m)(s)/<f(s) is the elasticity parameter of the background in the m-th channel; for

the completely elastic background it is equal to one.

3 ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

1. The 2-channel approach.

We have applied this method before to the 2-channel consideration [4]-[6] of the experimen-

tal isoscalar s-wave of the TTTT scattering from the threshold to 1.9 GeV. The uniformizing

variable used

2 = (fc1 + fcJ)/(m*f-m*)'/* (14)

maps the whole 4-sheeted Riemann surface onto the z-plane (Fig.l). On z-plane the Le

11

Im z

in

Couteur-Newton relations are [4, 20]

Fig.l: Plane of the uniformiz-
ing variable z. The Roman nu-
merals (I,... ,IV) denote images
of the corresponding sheets of
the Riemann surface; the thick
line represents the physical re-
gion (the points i and 1 are the
TTTT and KK thresholds, respec-
tively). The depicted positions
of poles (*) and of zeros (o) give
the representation of the type
(a) resonance in S\\. The pole
and zero on the imaginary axis
approximate the background.

Then the condition of the real analyticity implies

d(-z') = f ( z )

(15)

(16)

for all z, and the 2-channel unitarity requires the following relations to hold for the physical

z-values:

|d(-z-')| < |d(z)|, |rf(z-l)| < |d(z)|, |rf(-z)| = |d(z)|. (17)

The d-function has been taken as d = dfldre,, where

dB = iz '(1 + z'jtoz)

describes the background, and the resonance part has the form

(18)

(19)

with M being the number of resonances, zn and zj, denoting the positions of zeros of

Sn for the type (a) resonance "n" on the upper and lower z-half-plane, respectively (one

value of the index n corresponds to one resonance). Now it is easy to obtain an expression

for Sii and the amplitudes of other coupled processes. As is known, the TTTT interaction

is practically elastic up to the K~K threshold, the contribution of the multiparticle states

12



(4?r, 6?r) is negligible within the up-to-date experiment accuracy. This property of the ITX

interaction is satisfied by the background (18) and by the resonance part (19) (see Fig.l)

due to the symmetry of the poles and zeros with respect to the unit circle. If the TTIT

scattering were elastic also above the KK threshold, there would be the symmetry of the

poles and zeros with respect to the real axis. The symmetry of the whole picture relative

to the imaginary axis ensures the property of the real analyticity. The function drf, of

the form (19) gives resonances of the type (a). Modifications for the resonances of other

types are evident from the discussion in section 1.1 and Table 1.

With formulae (15)-(19) we have analyzed the ;rjr-scattering data in the energy regions

0.6-1.89 GeV and from the threshold to 1.89 GeV [4]-[6j. In the first case the data of work

[23] are used, in the second case the experimental points of many works [23, 24] available

are taken. In both the cases, we have obtained a satisfactory description (x2/ndl« 1.00

and x2/ndf « 1.04, respectively) of the phase shift £g and the elasticity parameter TJ% with

two resonances of the type (a) (/0(975) and /0(1500)). The following zero positions on

the z-plane corresponding to resonances "1" and "2" have been established in the first

analysis (0.6-1.89 GeV):

zi = l,2281+0,15318z',

z2 = 2,8933 + 0,59804i,

z( = 0,72984-0,24186!',

4 = 0,34796 -0,056624i,

(zero corresponding to the background, y0 = 1,2634),

in the second analysis (from the threshold to 1.89 GeV):

*i = 1,2083 + 0,17813;', z( = 0,34163 - 0,14893i,

*2 = 3,1173 + 0,85304z, z'3 = 0,31332 - 0,097095z,

(jto = 4,2928).

So, in these analyses, the influence of the KK threshold is taken into account explicitly

with the help of uniformizing variable z. However, in the analysed energy region, there

are the threshold of the 1777 channel, considerable couplings with which of the investi-

gated resonances are indicated by many quark models, and thresholds of other channels

(1717', pp, wu>), with which these resonances may be coupled. To take account of their effects

and also the effects of such phenomena, as the isospin breaking due to the K+ — K° mass

13

difference, the mixing of the /o(980) — <ii(980) masses and of the f0 states, we have some-

what violated one of the conditions of the "elastic" 2-channel unitarity, namely, the third

condition, provided the first two are satisfied. In Table 3 the obtained parameter values of

poles on sheets L\ and L12 are cited on the complex energy plane (^/s^ = £r — tFr/2). The

value xVndf « 1,04 in the analysis from the threshold to 1.89 GeV is obtained if from

157 used experimental points one rejects three points at energies 0.285, 03656 and 0.730

GeV which give an anomalously large contribution to x2- The description of the phase

Table 3.

Energy

region

0,6-1,89

GeV

0,28-1,89

GeV

Sheet

ii(H)

I,2(HI)

L,(II)

i,2(HI)

/o(980)

£,MeV

1000±5

971±8

996±2

1352±12

T.MeV

48±6

152±15

53±3

857±46

/o(1500)

£,MeV

1552±15

1516±15

1640±22

1551±14

T.MeV

494±35

369±32

720±34

751±38

xVndf

1,00

1,32

(1,04)

shift Sg is practically the same in both the analyses (the curve in the first analysis starts

at 0.6 GeV and actually is laid on the depicted one), however, the elasticity-parameter

description seems to be somewhat wnrse in the second analysis (Fig.2). It should be

pointed out that the pole cluster of the /0(980) resonance is somewhat eroded, although

the quality of description is approximately the same in both the analyses and the second

describes satisfactorily the phase shift also near the threshold.

On the basis of formulae (15) with the parametrization (18) and (19), one can obtain

the predictions for coupled processes of the KK scattering and TTTT —» KK. In this

case, using the ds-function (18) assumes that the background of the isoscalar s-wave

KK scattering is completely defined by the background of the TTTT scattering. In the

first approximation this supposition turns out to be reasonable, whereas in the enlarged

analysis of the data on these coupled processes a more detailed description may be required

[6].

So, we have satisfactorily predicted the behaviour of the 5-wave of the TTTT —t KK

14



90°

0°
1.8

Q5

1.0 1.2 U 1.6 1.8

Fig.2: The energy dependences of the phase shift (Si = 6JJ) of the amplitude and of
the elasticity parameter (v) in the scalar-isoscalar channel obtained on the basis of the
experimental data processing in the regions from 0.6 to 1.89 GeV (dashed curve) and
from the jrjr-threshold to 1.89 GeV (solid curves). In the figure only certain typical
experimental points are depicted.
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process approximately up to 1.25 GeV (see Fig.3: experimental points are taken from

works [25]-[27]). However, above 1.25 GeV, a considerable deviation from the experimental

data in the prediction for this process is seen where the influence of the Jjij channel begins

to be noticeable. This indicates the necessity of explicit consideration of the iji/ threshold.

Note also that the prediction on the basis of the second analysis gives the overestimated

values for |5i2| even in the region from the KK threshold to 1.2 GeV. However, a definite

success in the description of the KIT —> KK process on the basis of the first analysis gives

a chance to determine the constants of the /o(980) coupling with the TTT and KK systems

through the residue of amplitudes at the pole on the sheet LI. Expressing the T-matrix

via the S-matrix as

S = I + XplftTplf*, (20)

we write down the analytical continuations of their elements to L\ in terms of them on

the physical sheet Lo:

_ -MI
"7(5)'in

- r(0)22 ~

Then, taking account of (21), we obtain

lim (l-

' = T75T- (21)

(22)

For calculating gK-f-ja it is convenient to use the amplitude T22; then from the second

expression (21) it is seen that the desired residue is proportional to (g^^Ov-^,.}2, i.e.

2

= P, (23)

On the basis of formulae (22) and (23), the following values of the coupling constants

were obtained:

2. w 0, 8 GeV2 ,
2 _

3, 164 GeV2 , (24), ,
47T 4JT

i.e., gr* h IdKKja ^ 0, 52 , which corresponds to both the qqqq nature of /0(980) [8]-[10]

and the unitarized qq model [12].

2. The 3-channel approach.

Above we have already concluded that it is necessary to consider explicitly the 7777 thresh-
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300'

1.6

Fig.3: Predictions for the phase (5jj) and the modulus of the isoscalar s-wave matrix
element of the TTJT —> KK process as compared with the experimental data (1 - [25], 2 -
[26], 3 - [27]).
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old that slightly affects the parameters of the /0(975) resonance (though gives further

information on it); however, it is of vital importance for higher-lying resonances.

Since in the 3-channel consideration it is impossible to map the 8-sheeted Riemann

surface onto a plane with the help of a simple function, we construct a 4-sheeted model of

the Riemann surface approximating the initial Riemann surface in accordance with our

approach of a consistent account of the nearest singularities on all the relevant Riemann

sheets. We neglect the influence of the ^-threshold branch point (however, unitarity on

the T/r-cut is taken into account). In this case, the uniformizing variable can be chosen

as

u, = (Jt2 + fc3)/K-m2
A-)1/2- (25)

It maps the model of the S-sheeted Riemann surface onto the u;-p)ane (Fig.4), divided

Fig.4: tu-plane. The Roman
numerals (I,II,...,VIII) denote
the images of the corresponding
sheets of the Riemann surface;
the thick line represents the
physical region (the points w*,
i and 1 are the ITTT, KK and 7777
thresholds, respectively). The
depicted positions of poles (*)
and of zeros (o) give the repre-
sentation of the type (a) reso-
nance in Sn. The dashed lines
indicate a "pole-zero" symme-
try required for elastic unitarity
in the (to,, i)-region.

into two parts by a unit circle centered at the origin. The sheets La (£12). LI (£2), £23

(£j3) and £J23 (£3) are mapped onto the exterior (interior) of the unit disk in the 1st,

2nd, 3rd and 4th quadrants, respectively. The physical region extends from the point

U1* on the imaginary axis (KIT threshold, \w*\ > 1) down this axis to the point i on the

unit circle (KK threshold), further along the unit circle clockwise in the 1st quadrant to

point 1 on the real axis (TJT) threshold) and then along the real axis to oo. The type (a)

resonance is represented in SH by the pole on the images of LI, LI?, £123 and La and by

zeros symmetric to these poles with respect to the imaginary axis. The last "pole-zero"

18



symmetry is required for elastic unitarity on the (wr, i)-interval. In Fig.4 our old notation

of the sheets of the Riemann surface by the Roman numerals is used.

The Le Couteur-Newton relations are somewhat modified with taking account of the

used model of the Riemann surface (note that on the u)-plane the points wa, —w^1,

-wa, WQI correspond to the s-variable point sa on sheets L0(\), £z(IV), Z,23(V), Z,3(VIII),

respectively):

Sn = -

£>33=!

d(w) 533 =

D,,=

d(w) '

d(-w)

(26)

,/ \ » *^£l — ,1 \ i ^11 — ., v ~ .d(w) d(w) d(w)

Since the used model Riemann surface means only the consideration of the semi-sheets

of the initial Riemann surface nearest to the physical region, then in this case there is no

point in saying for the property of the real analyticity of the amplitudes. The 3-channel

unitarity requires the following relations to hold for physical to-values:

\d(-w'}\ < \d(w)\, M-tiT1)! < \d(w)\, \d(w~l)\ < \d(w)\,

Km-1)! = \d(-w-l)\ = |rf(-m)| = |rfH|.

Taking the d-function as d = dgdre, where the resonance part has the form:

(27)

(28)

(29)
r=l i=l

(M is the number of resonances; — w'{ (i = 1, • • • ,4) are pole positions, corresponding to

the type (a) resonance) it is easy to obtain expressions for the matrix elements.

On the basis of formulae (26) and (29) we analysed all available data on the isoscalar

s-wave TTTT scattering in the energy region 0.7-1.6 GeV [5] with taking account of KK and

Tjrj thresholds. The background was taken in the elastic form:

(from the analysis: a = -1,376 ± 0,056, b = 0,6 ± 0,0025).

Satisfactory description (x*/ndf w 1.12 if the point at 0.91 GeV that gives an anomalously

large contribution to x2 is rejected) of experimental data is achieved for the phase shift

and the elasticity parameter with two resonances (Fig.5). The pole positions of resonances
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360

270°

0.7 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.5

0.5

n-i
0.7 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.5

Fig.5: The phase shift and the elasticity parameter of the scalar-isoscalar channel of the
TTJT scattering obtained on the basis of the x2 analysis of the experimental data. Separate
characteristic experimental points are depicted.
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on different sheets in the energy plane ( -,/s^ = Er — tTr/2 ) are presented in Table

4. Note that the parameters of the /0(980) meson were changed somewhat as compared

• Table 4.

Sheet

ii(H)

il2(IH)

£m(VI)

ii3(VII)

/o(980)

£,MeV

1017 ±5

1031 ± 16

1025 ± 8

1139 ±60

r,MeV

35 ±7

128 ± 30

23 ± 10

108 ± 42

/o(1500)

E.MeV

1496 ± 16

1156 ± 36

1502 ± 20

1147 ±55

T,MeV

548 ± 35

146 ± 43

614 ± 40

145 ± 62

to our 2-channel analysis [4] (to make the /o(980) cluster more compact). As is already

discussed in work [4], this should not influence the qualitative conclusion about the/o(980)

nature but shows a rather strong coupling of this resonance with the 7777 system and the

importance of taking account of the rjrj-channel influence to obtain the reliable values

of the /0(980) parameters. The considerable coupling of the /0(980) meson with the TJTJ

system can manifest itself experimentally, e.g., in crossing processes, such as irt] and A" 77

scattering, in the exchanges of this meson. The considerable shift of the /0(980) pole

on sheet L\z is stipulated by a great-coupling between TTTT and 7777 channels whereas the

coupling between TTTT and KK channels is suppressed strongly by the phase-space volume

(owing to proximity of the /o(980) mass to the KK threshold) whereby it is accounted

for a smaller shift of the pole, on L\I. A displacement of the pole on £123, related with

influence of the 7777 channel, is compensated by the effect of coupling between the KK

and 7777 channels which displaces the pole to the opposite direction (which is explained by

the corresponding signs of the channel momenta when continuing onto sheet Li23). Many

authors have already noted that the /o(980) width cited in tables [1] is a visible one, the

total width of this resonance is ~ 500 MeV.

As to the second resonance, which we denoted symbolically as /0(1500), the analysis

of experimental data shows obviously a resonance manifestation. To discuss really its

parameters, one must explicitly take account of the 7777' threshold (and possibly pp and
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ww). Notice also that this analysis does not reveal the /o(1590) resonance by virtue of its

comparatively weak coupling with the TTTT channel though, of course, this resonance must

affect the results due to its rather considerable couplings with the rfrj and 1)77' channels.

Other scalar resonances in the considered energy region (if they exist) should have a

relatively weak coupling with the TTTT system, i.e. they should be described by clusters

without zeros on the sheet L0 in S\\.

Note that processing experimental data we ensured the fulfilment of the unitarity

conditions (27) allowing certain violations in conditions (28). This breakdown of the

"elastic" 3-channel unitarity results in additional branch points in the matrix elements

Sij (i ^ j) outside of the physical region but it gives a chance to take into account

effectively the influence of effects not included explicitly and to avoid the apearance of

fictitious states. Notice that if one disregards the 7777 threshold, i.e. sheets /,23, ii2s, L\z

and Ly, then poles on the neglected sheets Ljy and £123 turn out to lie on LI and i]2,

respectively, imitating a supplementary state [3].

4 CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, the multichannel approach to studying resonances in the coupled

processes is given with the aim of determining their QCD nature. The Ar-channel for-

milism (and, as examples, 2- and 3-channel) is presented, the more so as in the approach

of the consistent account of the nearest (to the considered physical region) singularities

on all the Riemann sheets an N(> 3)-channel problem always can be effectively reduced

to the 2- and 3-channel'problem. The given consideration is required because it gives

a possibility to apply such first principles, as analyticity and unitarity, immediately to

analyzing the experimental data and, as a consequence, to obtain a model-independent

information on multichannel resonances and their coupling constants. The formula of an-

alytical continuation of the JV-channel 5-matrix to the unphysical sheets of the Riemann

surface is given which is a solution of the W-channel problem in the sense of offering a

chance to predict (on the basis of analysis of one process) the coupled-process amplitudes

on the uniformization plane of the 5-matrix at a certain conjecture about the background.

Another possibility to have such a solution of the Ar-channel is the Le Couteur - New-
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ton relations [22] used also in this work. This is demonstrated for the 2- and 3-channel

problems.

The resonance representations by pairs of complex-conjugate clusters of poles and

zeros on the Riemann surface are discussed, and the conception of standard clusters as

model-independent characteristics of the resonance is developed. The fact that the phase

shift crosses the value njr/2 is not a sufficient condition for the state existence (an example

is the old t(750)). This condition provides the description in terms of one of standard

clusters. The cluster kind is determined by the analysis of experimental data and seems

to be related to the nature of a resonance. Falling out a pole (or poles) from a cluster in

the analysis requires a further explicit consideration of some effects. It is shown that the

pole-cluster representation gives not only a qualitative characteristic of the resonances but

also a chance of a. quantitative description of the coupled-process amplitudes. In this case

all the complifications of the analytical structure related with a finite width of resonances

and with the influence of crossing channels and of high-energy "tails" are accumulated

in a quite smooth background, at least, in the scalar sector of the pseudoscalar-mesons

scattering.

Both open and closed channels participate in forming the resonance pole-clusters. It is

shown that the neglect of the important (even energetic-closed) channel in the Riemann-

surface structure gives rise to the imitation of supplementary slates of a sometimes unfa-

miliar nature (such as a glueball); in the (practically used in analyses) reduced A'-matrix

[21] this leads to an additional pole on the real axis. Note that depending on the cluster

type the resonance may be represented in the A'-matrix also by poles more than one

(for example, when zeros on the physical sheet are in S-matrix elements of two coupled

processes, by two poles on the real axis). To distinguish these cases, one must study the

pole arrangement on the Riemann surface. The multisheeted structure of the Riemann

surface is taken into account through the choice of proper uniformizing variables.

The method is exemplified with the isoscalar s-wave channel of coupled processes

TCTT —> Trir,KK and scalar resonances. It is shown that for a physically sarisfactory

description of these processes in the energy region below 1.5 GeV, the TJTJ threshold is to

be taken into account explicitly. In the 2- and 3-channel considerations of the TTTT scattering
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in the energy region 0.6-1.89 GeV and 0.7-1.6 GeV, respectively, two resonances (/0(980)

and /0(1500)) turned out to be sufficient. The obtained values of the /o(975) coupling

constants with the TTJT and K~K systems correspond to the qqqq nature of /0(975) [8, 9]

or the unitarized qq model [12]. To discuss the /0(1500) parameters, one must explicitly

take into account at least the 171;' threshold. Other scalar resonances in the considered

energy region should have a relatively weak coupling with the TCTT system, i.e. they should

be described by clusters without zeros on the sheet Lg in S\\.

A few words also about the conjectural scalar state below 900 MeV. A relatively recent

amplitude analysis [28] of data on the TT+TII —* Tr+z'p process suggests the existence of

the scalar meson with a mass 750 MeV and a width of 100-150 MeV. Models of the

Nambu - Jona-Lasinio type (see, e.g., [29, 30]) also predict a meson with mass ~ 700,

admittedly, very wide. It is amusing that if this object were identified as a glueball, then

its TT;T width according to the EJlis-Lanik formula [31] obtained in an approach similar to

the NJL approach would be ~ 150 MeV. Our analyses do not see this state. Evidently,

it is worth to carry out a special analysis with an explicit account of the near left-hand

branch point.

It seems also that the described test of the resonance presence must be applied to a

number of particle sectors, above all, to the scalar one at higher energies.

Note in conclusion that the pole-cluster representation of resonances was used also in

studying nucleon isobars in work [32].
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